Flexible working is the cornerstone of new forms of employment.
This means that employees need to be mobile and able to work on
the move. Increased efficiency, greater flexibility, a higher level of
employee satisfaction and a lower energy footprint are just a
handful of reasons why companies hold mobility in high regard.

The new world of mobility:
solutions tailored to your mobile
communications thanks to NATEL® go.

NATEL® go

What is NATEL® go?
NATEL® go subscriptions are flat-rate subscriptions for
business customers and include voice, SMS and data.
Your employees are no longer restricted when using
mobile devices such as smartphones and tab-lets.
NATEL® go also offers a new experience. Advanced
Calling allows you to experience the highest level of
telephony. You can now also use multiple SIM cards per
subscription for additional devices in parallel for Voice
and Data at the same time, thanks to the Multi Device
option. With NATEL® go, unforeseeable costs are
consigned to the history books. The same is true for
unexpectedly high fees.

Your benefits with NATEL® go
– Tailor-made to indivdual requirements
You’ll find a suitable subscription regardless of your
communication needs. Manage mobile subscriptions
and options directly and conveniently in the Business
Center.
– The highest standard of telephony
Firm pools enable you to always keep costs under
control, even if your requirements change. You can
set a cost limit for each user group. Additional costs
incurred will be billed to your employees via a private
invoice. Easily retrieve detailed billing information
online.
– The highest standard of telephony
NATEL® go enables you to make calls using mit
VoLTE (Voice over LTE) or a WLAN network. Use up to
five SIM cards per subscription for additional devices,
with parallel ringing available on all devices.

NATEL® go flat-rate subscriptions at a glance

1 The “Data Option start” version is available for subscriptions without data usage allowances: + 500 MB inclusive usage allowance for minimal mobile data
requirements (can be used a maximum of two times).
2 Data roaming: Unlimited and with maximum subscription speed for practically all users | Includes unlimited mobile data, SMS/MMS and phone calls abroad
at no extra cost. Data transmission speed abroad is reduced to 0.2 Mbps (download) and 0.1 Mbps (upload) with usage in excess of 40 GB per month (20 GB
with NATEL® go Global), which is still sufficient for using your e-mail and calendar app and for surfing the web

You can find more information and our expert’s contact details at swisscom.ch/natelgo

Facts & Figures
Business Center: manage company policies, e.g. cost limits and roaming settings, in real time,
en masse, and in a standardised and simultaneously customised way.
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Basic services

Billing & Analytics S: quickly and simply check invoices and invoice items at any time and
place.
eSIM: use the latest and most innovative devices with an eSIM. NATEL® go supports eSIM for
main and additional devices (multi-device).
COMBOX® pro: the mobile telephone answering machine with a host of additional features.
PWLAN: use of over 1,700 Swisscom Hotspots (at train stations, airports, etc.) is included as
part of the data volume available. Communication via network detection is included in the
case of subscriptions with inclusive volumes.
Number suppression: telephone numbers are not displayed for outgoing calls.
Authorisation profiles: assign pre-defined authorisation profiles (e.g. cost limits, roaming
settings, etc.) to end users.
Short numbers: private numbering plan
Blocking sets: blocking calls to chargeable telephone numbers (e.g. 0900 or 0901 numbers,
etc.), blocking incoming and outgoing connections while travelling (roaming), Blocking calls to
international telephone numbers.
SMS roaming info: roaming info provides you with in-depth information on tariffs if you cross
national borders.
Itemised billing: make use of three different versions of itemised billing: standard,
anonymised or capped.
Data start: this option is available for subscriptions without data-inclusive volumes. +500 MB
inclusive volume for minimal mobile data requirements (limited to being used twice).

Options

Alternative telephone number: externally display an alternative telephone number when
making outgoing calls to always forward calls to the right place.
Multi Device: with this option, you can use up to five additional devices in parallel with all
flat-rate subscription types.
Fringe benefit: conveniently split mobile costs between business and private costs.

Supplementary
services

Billing & Analytics: lets you check and analyse itemised statements. Export and forward them
as often as you like. You receive cost and usage data in prepared dashboards – everything at a
glance and available all the time. Targeted analyses via automated reports help you keep cost
and usage data under control.
Device as a Service: let us manage your devices, from acquisition and inventory to the
replacement service, via guarantee and repair management.
Enterprise Mobility Management: protect your company’s data on PC as well as on mobile
devices such as smartphones and tablets.
Mobility for Work: let us manage your employees’ subscriptions and devices. We will provide
employee support (online, over the phone or in person at Swisscom Shops).
Professional Voice: with Professional Voice, you can communicate with your COMBOX®
completely in accordance with your CD specifications and therefore organise each one of your
telephone answering machines.
Mobile Voice Recording: record your incoming and outgoing mobile calls.
Mobile Data Recording: record the information about all your call and SMS connections as well
as SMS communication behavior.

